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Task for Inside My Mother 
‘Inside My Mother’ 

‘Inside my Mother’ is not only a poem in Part 1 of the collection, but also the title of the 
complete anthology. Indeed, the book is dedicated to Eckermann’s many mothers: Mum 
Audrey Ngingali (her birth mother), Mum Frieda (her adoptive mother), Mum Jennifer, Aunty 
Mabel, Aunty Lorna, Aunty Lola and Aunty Nura. This dedication goes to the heart of 
Aboriginal culture and community, highlighting the importance of kinship and paying respect 
to the simultaneously strong and nurturing women in the poets’ life.  

Before students begin ‘Inside My Mother’, they can return to the Initial Response section and 
reread Eckermann’s biographical details. It was not until she was 34 that she met her birth 
mother, who at that time was known as Audrey Kinnear, but later used her Aboriginal name: 
Ngingali Cullen. Cullen was a strong Aboriginal activist, a champion for the Stolen 
Generations, and co-chair of the National Sorry Day Committee. Eckermann has often shared 
their special reunion and her astonishment at finally meeting someone who looked like her. 
The poem ‘Ngingali’ (in Part 3 of the collection) is dedicated to Ngingali Cullen. 

Watch Red Room Poetry's interviews with Eckermann, in which she discusses what poetry 
means to her and its importance for healing, learning and understanding the world and 
oneself. 

Exploring the poem 

This is a very powerful poem, clearly shaped by Eckermann’s raw grief over reuniting with her 
birth mother at 34 only to lose her four years later. The title itself is poignant and each word 
adds a layer of emotional force: ‘inside’, ‘my’, ‘mother’. 

There is a palpable sense of grief, despair and loss, which recurs throughout the collection 
but here is primal in its power. It resonates with Shakespearean tragedies and the anguish of, 
for example, King Lear over his daughter Cordelia. 

In a similarly heart-wrenching way, Eckermann has evoked her own pain, anguish, despair 
and loss in this poignant poem. Many of her creative choices will be revisited in other poems: 
the first-person narration, present tense verbs, simple and evocative imagery from nature, and 
almost cinematic clarity of the narrative.  

Eckermann’s training as a visual artist is particularly evident in this poem, helping the reader 
to picture a moving and sensitive scene.  

1. How does the opening line prepare the reader for the poem’s emotional intensity? 

Did you notice the present tense verbs in the first stanza (‘screams’, ‘touch’, ‘attempting’, 
‘brush’, ‘entwine’, ‘soften’, ‘frailing’, ‘talks’, ‘seeing’, ‘needing’)? To use ‘frailing’ as a verb is 
very poignant, as if the mother’s physical frailty is increasing as the narrative unfolds. 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-11/ali-cobby-eckermann-turns-pain-into-poetry-success/8698616
https://redroompoetry.org/projects/ali-cobby-eckermann-hsc-resource/
https://www.sparknotes.com/shakespeare/lear/quotes/page/5/
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2. The ‘tiara of green to soften her face’ is so gentle and delicate. Which words work 
best for you: ‘tiara’, ‘green’, ‘soften’ or ‘face’? Why did you choose the word(s) you did? 

In the second stanza, the emotional intensity gains urgency and the mother’s impending 
death is evident. 

3. Discuss the effect of these specific words: ‘wailing bursts’, ‘she sinks to the ground’ 
‘tasting the grit in her mouth’, ‘pushing her breasts into the softness of the earth her 
mother’. How does the poet reinforce the powerful connection between Aboriginal 
people and the land in this second stanza? 

This idea of earth as a mother is a recurring motif Eckermann’s other poems, as well as those 
of other First Nations poets, especially Oodgeroo Noonuccal. 

By the third stanza the mother is nearing her final moments, and the comparison in ‘like a 
child she is practising words for the lifetime to come’ highlights the continuum of life, as well 
as suggesting an innocence in the mother.  

Eckermann’s lack of punctuation adds an intensity to the lines: 

and the syllables loud and guttural spill 
over the sand her mother the earth 
and I walk away leaving her there 

The reader can hear the emotion in the mother’s final words: ‘guttural’ sounds are usually 
deep and rasping, coming from deep in the throat – like final gasps of breath and life. 

Eckermann returns some punctuation to the final stanza, as if she wants to direct our reading 
more closely with pauses after ‘cradle’ and ‘tree’: 

in that cradle, safely nestled in the roots 
of that tree, safe in her country 
our solace her grave 

Notice Eckermann’s deliberate use of the word ‘cradle’. This resonates with the previous 
reference to being ‘like a child’; it refers to a cot for a baby, which suggests support, warmth 
and safety. But it also has a wider meaning: the underpinning, the foundation, a significant 
support for a society and its culture.  

4. Explain how this wider connection to the land is reinforced in the closing lines:  

nestled in the roots 
of that tree, safe in her country 
our solace her grave 

Writing activity 

In 2015 the poet Emma Rose Smith wrote a short review of Inside My Mother, the first 
paragraph of which specifically focuses on the title poem. 

https://readingaustralia.com.au/authors/oodgeroo-noonuccal-kath-walker/
https://writingnsw.org.au/poetry-book-review-inside-my-mother-by-ali-cobby-eckermann/
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Write a 250-word response to this review that would be suitable to post on the Writing NSW 
site or another public forum. In your review, consider Smith’s analysis and add extra examples 
to amplify her insights.  

(ACELR037)   (ACELR038)   (ACELR040)   (ACELR042)   (ACELR043)   (ACELR044)   
(ACELR045)   (ACELR046)   (ACELR047)   (ACELR050)   (ACELR052) 

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR037
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR038
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR040
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR042
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR043
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR044
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR045
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR046
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR047
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR050
https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/Search/?q=ACELR052
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